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MOVIES

TOP 5 FILMS
THIS WEEK

1. Fantastic Beasts And Where To Find Them
2. Moana
3. Sully

On demand
and DVDs

ONE hell of a tough week to release any
other film, but the distributors of
Ballerina may have made the canniest
choice yet.
They know it may not hold up too
strongly in any other week but it has
gone up against Rogue One, its
complete opposite. It might work.
Ballerina to a child: This is the tale of
a cute orphan called Félicie with dreams
of becoming a ballerina but it’s sure
going to be tough for a girl with no
contacts or talent.
Never fear! With a bit of cunning, she
somehow manages to overcome those
pesky rich kids and get access to the
greatest ballet class in the whole of
Paris! What japes!
With the help of her confidant (an
injured dancing pro) she learns her
craft, despite the clutches of many evil
grown-ups trying to put an end to her
dreams.
Moral? Don’t stop believing and
NEVER let someone tell you you aren’t
good enough.

By Gareth
Alexander
IT’S a Christmas miracle!
On a week which sees
only one decent release
(Modus, full review next
time), I get to do a Best Of
2016. Thanks, Baby Jesus!
So if you need some
last-minute gifts or just
want to avoid the annual
festive Bond film, here are
some ideas.
BEST FOR COMICS FANS: Deadpool (15): Coming
together by sheer
fan force this
ultraviolent, knowing superhero comedy
knocks it out of the park
with
a
staggering
gag rate. Ryan Reynolds
shines in the lead role,
even if he does contend
with a very generic villain.
BEST
COMEBACK:
Bone
Tomahawk (18):
After
a
few
wilderness years,
Kurt Russell is
back on top form as a Wild
West sheriff leading a ragtag bunch on a mission to
rescue captives from cannibals. Scary, brutal and
utterly strange, the film is
worth it for Russell’s
magnetism alone.
BEST FOR SCIENCE
SPODS:
The Martian (12):
There
were
always going to
be a few inaccuracies, but scientists give
the thumbs-up to Matt
Damon’s stranded astronaut tale. This humble
reviewer agrees. Strip
back the geek stuff and
it’s an uplifting, witty tale
of the triumph of will.
BEST
FOR
SOCIAL
HARMONY: Zootropolis (U): Disney
continues
to
prove it’s not just
Pixar at the top of the CGI
pile. On the surface a
buddy comedy about a
con artist fox and rabbit
cop. But scratch the surface and it’s a deep, powerful lesson on prejudice.
BEST FOR BODICE-RIPPING:
Poldark Series 2
(12):
Aidan
Turner’s
abs
return for another
outing but things aren’t
going too well for the
mining boss, what with a
court case and a bit of
infidelity. But the lavish
series is as good as ever,
despite a slow start.
BEST
FOR
THOSE
WHO
ARE MAD FOR IT:
Supersonic (15):
With an immediately entertaining subject matter in
Oasis, this tracks the
band’s three-year rise to
fame, with lots of lovely
footage of their older gigs
and recording sessions.
’Ave it!
BEST FOR THE
NAUGHTY LIST:
Grimsby
(15):
And grim it was,
with the once brilliant Sacha Baron
Cohen reduced to slating
the working class, lazy
gross-out gags and –
worst of all – being not
very funny. Lump of coal
in his stocking this year.

Don’t miss

JAMIE’S
SHOW
10am

to1pm

4. Office Christmas Party
5. Allied
l Source: Launchingfilms.co.uk

BALLERINA
(U) 89mins

Ballerina to an adult: This is the tale
of a deluded girl attempting to make it in
a horrible bitchy and class-based
business, full of bullying, xenophobia
and baseless vanity.
By lying, cheating and undertaking in
identity theft, she manages to steal a
march on a genuinely talented peer and
convince an embittered and crippled
cleaner to be her Mr Miyagi and be
complicit in her plan to achieve
greatness.
Despite staying out getting battered
the night before her big audition, guess
what happens. The fact that none of this
will ever make her truly happy is never
explored and the so-called villain is
merely the genuine victim of a crime
seeking justice for her child.
Moral? If you want something bad
enough, take it regardless and no one
will do anything.

Jamie East

SITTING in the busiest
screening I’ve been to all
year, I pondered the
expectations on Gareth
Edwards’ shoulders.

Goosebumps on
your goosebumps

Georgie’s
got drive to
hit big time
ROCKER Georgie reckons
the indie music scene is
still a man’s world.

One love

ROGUE ONE: A STAR
WARS STORY

of Tudyk’s performance steals every
single scene — arguably the best
character on screen this year.
While
there
is
nothing
particularly wrong with Felicity
Jones or any others (with the
exception of Forest Whitaker who
is quite dreadful), the soggy Lucasesque script doesn’t allow anyone
much scope for anything special.
There are glimmers of wonder in
Donnie
Chun’s
blind
warrior
Chirrut Îmwe, sprinkling a bit of
Obi Wan on proceedings. And Riz
Ahmed grows into his role as a
defective imperial pilot. But it’s
clear these lot aren’t here to
pontificate, they’re here to unleash
a merry hell of whoop-ass on the

Imperial Army — and after a
sludgy middle-act, Rogue One goes
utterly, completely bats**t amazing.
The final 30-minute battle has
scale, ambition, personal sacrifices,
effects, peril — it’s all there. It doffs
its cap to all the classics and kept
every single person spellbound.
It is quite a sight to see and its
bittersweet conclusion felt properly
Star Wars.
There are some shonky words,
some shonky acting and I sadly
counted no more than half a dozen
women with speaking roles (all but
one of them white) — but that aside
this is an utter triumph.
A seriously great film, possibly
even in Star Wars’ top three.

But she’s battled through anyway,
John,
Elton
superstar
bagging
below, as a fan — he added her hit
single Company Of Thieves to his
Spotify playlist.
Georgie, 21, said: “As a female
artist, there’s still challenges. It’s
harder to be taken seriously. You
need to earn your stripes a little
bit more, especially as a female
guitar player. There’s not many of
us about, it’s male-dominated.
“Maybe people are so used to
seeing male bands and singers,
and they don’t know what to
expect when a female comes on.”
The youngster, from Mansfield,
landed a big record deal with
Columbia and is highly tipped
to make an impact in 2017.
Chart-toppers Jake Bugg and
Blossoms have both had Georgie out on the road with them
recently. The experience has
proved invaluable. And it’s
lead to her own headline
UK tour — which hits

ONE 2 HEAR

t
MAT T Wills is very much an artis
of the moment. His new single Set
You Free fits hand in glove with
today’s pop scene.
It’s that dreamy, electro sound
with emotion-heav y lyrics. The
entertaining video also sees the
Kent boy taking a late-night trip ier
through some of London’s seed
parts. Watch it now at www.
facebook.com/MattWillsMusic

ONE 2 WATCH
Glasgow’s Garage on April 1. Georgie, above, said: “Hopefully we’ve
won over a few fans from those
tours. Being on the road you naturally learn and progress, no matter
who you’re supporting.”
Before her tour, Georgie will jet
out to the US. That’s where she’ll
add the finishing touches to her
debut album, which is expected
out towards the end of next year.
She said: “I love it out there. I
I’m very fortunate to be recording
over there. I’m always writing and
travelling inspires me.
“The album is pretty much written, so I’ll be going out there with
the songs rather than writing
there.” Despite having all the
pieces in place and plenty of
backing, Georgie won’t be
resting on her laurels anytime soon.
“She added: “I’m very
focused and driven. You’ve
got to be doing this.”
l Get tour info and tickets at:
www.georgieofficial.co.uk
chris.sweeney@the-sun.co.uk

ONE 2 SEE

RUGGED crooner Tom Grennan
another one who’s had a big 12 is
months. He was the voice behind
the Chase and Status smash All
Goes Wrong. Now he’s ploughin
a lone furrow with his debut UK g
headline tour.
The only Scots gig is at
Glasgow ’s King Tut’s on February
18. Get tickets now via
www.ticketmaster.co.uk
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MUSIC
NEW
MUSIC

By Jim Gellatly
as “Dr Fruit Loop”. The song originally
featured a sample from the show.
Unfortunately, they couldn’t get copyright clearance.
Singer Bob Dick told me: “We had to
have the sample edited out, but we
kept the full words of the sample as the
song title. I’m still a big Red Dwarf fan.
“It’s one of those shows that has a
real nostalgia factor for me when I
watch it, and as one of the main
themes of the EP is fading youth and

dealing with the feelings associated
with that, I feel this song title is a real
personal stamp in some way. It’s like a
very prominent reminder for me that
I’m never too old to do anything or like
anything that makes me happy.”
The band recently hooked up with
London-based label Lonely Voyage
Records, who have released the new
EP. Bob added: “Having a label home
for Verse Metrics is something I’ve
always wanted. It gives the band a little
badge of honour.”
More: www.versemetrics.com
l Jim presents a weekly showcase of
New Music on Amazing Radio on
Sundays from 2-4pm.
www.amazing
radio.com
www.jim
gellatly.com

Watch video of band at: thescottishsun.co.uk

By CHRIS SWEENEY

I wanted dogfights, courage, Guns
of Navarone, The Dam Busters,
Apocalypse Now, Vader, Boba Fett,
a glimpse of Wookie (also the
name of my new band), blue milk,
X-wings, Tie Fighters, cliffhangers,
Force chokes, Jedi.
Does it deliver those things?
Roughly 85 per cent. It leaves some
out, but completely takes your
breath away with a smattering of
unexpected treats.
Edwards has steered this space
juggernaut wisely through nostalgia.
It’s not quite the middle-aged
weep fest that The Force Awakens
was, but everything is as familiar
as
your
childhood
bedroom.
(12A) 134mins
HHHH
Edwards and Disney’s genius
here is in how intrinsically
FILM
being forced against his will
entwined Rogue One is to
OF THE to complete the Empire’s new
the movies set after it.
project.
I
would
estimate
that
WEEK weapons
As destiny plays heavily in
Rogue One ends about ten
all
these
films,
Jyn finds herself
minutes before A New Hope
begins, and the way that is in the midst of the rebellion,
revealed will give you goosebumps buddying up with Diego Luna’s
Captain Cassian Andor and Alan
on your goosebumps.
All bar a smattering of characters Tudyk’s wonderful droid, K-2SO.
Out of these three leads the
are new. We have Jyn Erso (Felicity
Jones), the daughter of Galen (Mads standout performance is easily our
Mikkelsen), a man in hiding after CGI friend. The withering cynicism
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VERSE METRICS
WHO: Bob Dick (vocals/guitar), Al
Conway (guitar), Chris MacKinnon
(bass), Calum MacVicar (drums).
WHERE: Glasgow.
FOR FANS OF: Interpol, Mogwai, The
Twilight Sad.
JIM SAYS: Verse Metrics have served
up a treat with their latest EP, ‘We’ll Be
Listening And Remembering Until
We’re Old And Unsteady’.
The first track to be unleashed from it
was the glorious Red Dwarf-inspired
‘My Name Is Dr Hildegarde Lanstrom
And I Am Quite, Quite Mad’.
Hildegarde was a hologram scientist
that appeared in an early 90s episode
of the sci-fi comedy classic.
Fellow hologram
Rimmer
referred to her

HHH

AT THE MOVIES

Not only has he leaped from a
Godzilla reboot into the Star Wars
franchise, he’s been set the task of
delivering the first spin-off from
the main saga series.
New characters, no real remit
other than make it absolutely
awesome and whatever you do,
DON’T COCK IT UP. No pressure!
Advance details were thin on the
ground. We knew it was set at
some point between Episodes III
and IV and, based on a snippet of
info in the opening crawl sequence
of A New Hope, hinting at the tale
of rebels who had given everything
in order to steal blueprints of the
Death Star, opening the door for a
young man named Skywalker . . .
But that was kind of it. All we
knew was this was to be a quite
different Star Wars adventure —
grittier and more of a war film
than a look at The Force.
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